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PETER S. ADLER, EYE OF THE STORM LEADERSHIP: 150 IDEAS, STORIES,
QUOTES, AND EXERCISES ON THE ART AND POLITICS OF MANAGING HUMAN
CONFLICTS (2008).
This practical book focuses on leadership in conflict resolution with some
attention on mediation. It also includes various exercises and examples on
this topic.
{21 } MEDIATION-GENERAL
{73} SUBJ MATTER: GENERAL
{149} QUALITY CONTROL
PETER D. BAIRD, STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESSFUL MEDIATION (2008).
This book presents an overview of the mediation process from actual
practitioners. It includes practical discussion regarding selecting a mediator,
key considerations, and a checklist for the actual event.
{21 } MEDIATION-GENERAL
{73} SUBJ MATTER: GENERAL
{ 114} 3D PARTY: PRACTICE OF LAW
ROBERT M. BAKER ET AL., THE ART OF THE SETTLEMENT (2008).
This book discusses the settlement process and offers advice on negotiation
and mediation.
{ 1 } NEGOTIATION-GENERAL
{73} SUBJ MATTER: GENERAL
{138} ETHICS: GENERAL
RICHARD BALE ET AL., THE ART OF THE SETTLEMENT (2008).
This book discusses various issues surrounding settlements. The author
informs readers about how to form early settlement strategies, write
settlement demands, negotiate settlements and more.
{ 1 } NEGOTIATION-GENERAL
{79} SUBJ MATTER: CONSUMER
{ 123} SETTLEMENT: PRESSURES TO SETTLE
LAURENCE BOULLE ET AL., MEDIATION: SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES (2008).
This book provides an overview for successful mediation management.
{21 } MEDIATION-GENERAL
{73} SUBJ MATTER: GENERAL
{155} TEACHING
OHIO STA TE JOURNAL ON DISPUTE RESOLUTION
MARIEL DIMSEY, THE RESOLUTION OF INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT
DISPUTES: CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS (2008).
This text discusses dispute resolution from an international perspective. It
also discusses various boundaries and problems faced in international ADR.
{60} ADR-GENERAL
{92} SUBJ MATTER: INT'L
{124} COMPARISONS: CROSS-CULTURAL
PAUL FINN & J. RYAN MCCARTHY, MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION (2008).
This text contains practice tips, including discussion of which ADR methods
are best for particular situations. Topics include claims preparation and
presentation, selection of arbitrators/mediators, hearing procedures, evidence,
agreements, and maximization of settlements.
{60} ADR-GENERAL
{79} SUBJ MATTER: CONSUMER
{155} TEACHING
DOUGLAS FRENKEL & JAMES H. STARK, THE PRACTICE OF MEDIATION: A
VIDEO-INTEGRATED TEXT (2008).
Provides an overview of the mediation process, problem-solving within
mediations, and negotiation skills.
{21} MEDIATION-GENERAL
{73} SUBJ MATTER: GENERAL
{155} TEACHING
BARRY GOLDMAN, THE SCIENCE OF SETTLEMENT: IDEAS FOR
NEGOTIATORS (2008).
Provides tips for negotiation/settlement techniques
(1 } NEGOTIATION-GENERAL
{73} SUBJ MATTER: GENERAL
{123} SETTLEMENT: PRESSURES TO SETTLE
TAMMY LENSKI, MAKING MEDIATION YOUR DAY JOB: HOW TO MARKET
YOUR ADR BUSINESS USING MEDIATION PRINCIPALS YOU ALREADY KNOW
(2008).
This book acts as a guide for any mediator operating or even considering a
private practice. The author explains how mediation concepts can be applied
to make an individual a successful marketer.
{21} MEDIATION-GENERAL
{73} SUBJ MATTER: GENERAL
{136} ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES OF ADR
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ROBERT B. VON MEHREN ET AL., AMERICAN ARBITRATION: PRINCIPLES
AND PRACTICE (2008).
This book gives the reader a comprehensive and current understanding of
how to effectively commence, conduct, and conclude arbitrations.
{44} ARBITRATION-GENERAL
{73} SUBJ MATTER: GENERAL
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